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Raw materials strategy: efficiency, recycling and international cooperation
 
Resolution adopted on Tuesday urges for far more efficient use of raw materials
by the European industry and more efforts to recycle them, which should be
done in cooperation with international suppliers - such as Russia, Australia or
Brazil - and taking account of environmental and social aspects.
 
Global demand for materials - such as iron ore, aluminium, copper, lead, nickel, tin,
zinc, but also wood and natural rubber - is increasing and running far ahead of
supplies. Raw materials are hard to mine and process and with producing countries
using export restrictions the prices are growing rapidly. In addition, the EU is highly
dependent on imports for materials which are used in high-tech products such as
catalysts, batteries or the construction of renewable energies.
 
Focused strategy with priority actions
 
Parliament wants the EU to improve supply of raw materials and their efficient use
with better coordinating among the Member States. The Commission should prepare
an analysis of the entire life-cycle (from mining to waste) of materials by sector,
suggest how to increase recycling and propose minimum common EU standards for it.
 
Steps which the MEPs suggest to the EU executive are establishing a 'risk radar' for
critical raw materials (important ‘technology metals'), analysing supply chains, needs
and prices, as well as effects of potential shortages to the renewable energy, high-
tech, defence and automotive sectors. Resolution also recommends the establishment
of a high level inter-departmental task force on the EU level, as is the case in France
and the USA.
 
On recycling, Europe could integrate the experience from countries that have already
achieved high recollection levels such as Norway, where around 80% of electronic
waste is recollected
 
Opportunity for the industry
 
Members claim that coherent raw materials strategy could revive the EU’s industrial
base, technological capacity and know-how, increasing competitiveness and
employment. Focus should be on re-use, energy-efficient recycling, eco-design which
uses less materials, higher quality standards and the 'use-it-longer' principle.
 
Additional solutions are 'urban mining' projects, recycling electronic waste and re-
opening of closed landfills to recycle potential scrap material, which could be much
richer sources than usual mines.
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Environment protection
 
Parliament reaffirms that the NATURA 2000 guidelines are good tool to protect the
environment against unscrupulous mining, but the Commission should check if the
Member States respect them. On the other hand, it should also assess the
possibilities of environmentally sustainable exploitation of sensitive areas that might be
valuable suppliers of raw materials, such as the Arctic, Barents Region and
Greenland.
 
International stage
 
The Commission and WTO should consistently monitor and address the issue of
export and import restrictions and take further legal steps within the international trade
framework. Members call for  active 'raw materials diplomacy', encompassing foreign,
trade, environment and development policies and promoting democratic principles,
human rights, regional stability, transparency, and sustainable development;
 
In this context, EU should support the development of resource rich countries, which
would help them build solid and democratic institutions, thus ensuring mutual benefits
for both exporting and importing countries. Finally, human rights and democratisation
clauses should also be included in future agreements with exporting partner countries.
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